RightFind Cite It

Simplified reference management software that easily formats citations with relevant styles

When authoring content and submitting articles for publication, reference management shouldn’t slow you down. But it can — because manually creating citations and adhering to the complex rules of various style formats isn’t easy and it’s error-prone.

RightFind Cite It keeps reference management simple, by offering an easy-to-use tool that automatically formats bibliographies with the styles and citations you value, saving you manual work and time. RightFind Cite It is available for Microsoft Word (Windows and Mac) and PowerPoint (Windows).
Rightfind Cite It features and benefits

- **Search Citations**: Find references quickly in RightFind’s database of over 155 million citations, including 10 million+ open access articles and skip the manual work when citing references. You can also perform a more targeted search for citations in your organization’s digital or shared libraries.

- **Synched Bibliography**: Say goodbye to the manual task of formatting references and re-organizing citations in your bibliography.

- **Hyperlink Citations to Your Bibliography**: Click on a citation in your document and jump to the reference in your bibliography to save time and effort when writing your paper. (Available only on Windows version)

- **Search for Tags**: Get right to the citations you value most by searching for personal and shared library tags directly within Microsoft Word and PowerPoint.

- **Content Types**: Choose from variety of content types, such as articles, books, conference proceedings, patents, posters, abstracts and many more.

- **Citation Styles**: Choose from over 10,000 citation styles and RightFind Cite It will automatically handle formatting, letting you focus on your work. Custom citation styles are also available.

- **Custom Style**: Upload a custom style from a previous reference manager or edit/create a new style on your own using visual editor and add them to your Cite It installation package. Need help building a style? Our team can assist you.

- **Citation Details**: Hover over a citation to view additional citation details, including the abstract in the Cite It search reference pane, where available, to determine if the citation is relevant.

- **EndNote Citation Conversion**: Simplify citation updates by automatically converting EndNote citations. When a document is opened, Cite It detects whether there are EndNote citations present and automatically offers to start the conversion to the Cite It format.

- **Bibliographic Contents Available in the RightFind Cart**: Easily add all bibliography references from Cite It to the RightFind cart. After the references have been added to the cart, determine which articles you want to purchase.

- **Synch Customer Field Data from Shared Libraries**: Easily keep citations from Cite It in sync with citations in a shared library.

- **Add Multiple Citations Automatically**: Select multiple citations to automatically insert them into your current document and bibliography.

- **Microsoft Word Global Styles**: Support for Microsoft Word global styles to automatically format bibliography references in your documents. (This is available for Windows and Mac)

- **Create New Citations**: Create and edit references within Microsoft Word then save them locally to documents.
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About CCC
A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, CCC (Copyright Clearance Center) helps organizations integrate, access, and share information through licensing, content, software, and professional services. With expertise in copyright, information management, artificial intelligence, and machine learning, CCC and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders to design and deliver innovative information solutions that power decision-making by harnessing information from a wide variety of data sources and content assets.